
ESSAY ON INFLUENCE OF MASS MEDIA ON STUDENTS

Different kinds of Medias are there which influence the common people. News paper, T. V, Radio etc are the prominent
Medias at present. Mass Medias have.

It has a great power and reaches large audiences. It influences, particularly among teenagers, the ways in
which individuals and groups dress, talk, behave, and think. It has the bad effect of inducing baseless ideas
through advertisements. It is being argued that the social media has changed traditional and face to face
teaching methods and introducing the distance learning. The uses and gratification theory argues that
consumers of a given media uses this media to satisfy and fulfill specific desires and needs. Proponents of
social media might say that it makes them feel better about themselves, but that is not the case. By watching
broadcasting programs and television series, I learn something new or valuable that I can then impress upon to
someone else. Moreover most of the advertisements contains obsenity. Students are not realizing the harm
they are doing when they are taking thirty minutes to check their accounts when they are really supposed to be
focusing on schoolwork. The place of media is as important as the place of politics, economics and culture in
society, which has essential influence on the development of society in various aspects. As one can see, the
influence social media has on teenagers cause them to view the relationships they share with others differently.
Works Cited Conley, Dalton. In western capitalist countries, the media is defined as a separate news outlet
with legally press freedom approval by the government and formal institution. Television channels like
Nickelodeon, Disney, and MTV have become popular and innovative television channels that consistently
develops creative and interactive ways to consume media messages. Mass media arouse many interests and
debates among people in society, such as topics of children, violence, gender, race, political elections and so
on. In the 21st century, children are digital consumers, who using TV, computers, gaming systems, as well as
smartphones and tablets. Some children will imitate the acts they see and use them against other kids. People
can understand facts from T. Our cultural heritage is usually get hampered in such programmes. Mass media is
known as the central nervous system of society and it functions as a medium of exchange of information
across the globe. With all these mediums to ensure communication and information to communities globally,
it has become a great staple in how many conduct their lives and communicate to others. They are in control of
their own grades, and what they want to retain. The increasing ability to stream content online allows people
to keep the same routine in watching content and to watch content which they can relate to and see themselves
reflected in, often unlike the content on in their new home country. Specifically, children programming
displays about 20 violent acts every hour. Also, the media goes hand in hand with American politics. For
example, video chat rates higher than a phone call, but the phone creates a closer connection than texting.
Radio is more effective in mass media as compared to the other mediums.


